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Abstract

In the face of the rapidly growing spread of false and misleading information in the real world, manual evidence-based
fact-checking efforts become increasingly challenging and time-consuming. In order to tackle this issue, we propose
FaGANet, an automated and accurate fact-checking model that leverages the power of sentence-level attention and
graph attention network to enhance performance. This model adeptly integrates encoder-only models with graph
attention network, effectively fusing claims and evidence information for accurate identification of even well-disguised
data. Experiment results showcase the significant improvement in accuracy achieved by our FaGANet model, as
well as its state-of-the-art performance in the evidence-based fact-checking task. We release our code and data in
https://github.com/WeiyaoLuo/FaGANet.
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1. Introduction

The spread of false and misleading information
on the internet is accelerating at an alarming rate,
posing significant challenges to fact-checking ef-
forts (Botnevik et al., 2020; Pradeep et al., 2021;
Vosoughi et al., 2018). However, the verifica-
tion process for misleading information can be
time-consuming and often demands not only a
straightforward analysis but also complex reason-
ing. Therefore, automating and accurately fact-
checking false information is crucial. Fact-checking,
as a key task in verifying the factuality of claims
made in language, is an essential approach to ad-
dressing this challenge (Adair et al., 2017; Chen
et al., 2022; Graves, 2018; Nielsen and McConville,
2022; Vo and Lee, 2018).

Early efforts in fact-checking focused on verify-
ing the truthfulness of facts based solely on claims
(Rashkin et al., 2017; Wang, 2017). However, rely-
ing solely on surface patterns of claims makes it dif-
ficult to identify subtle connections between claims
and evidence (Schuster et al., 2020). Researchers
then considered creating synthetic datasets by ask-
ing annotators to combine Wikipedia content to
create claim and evidence datasets (Thorne et al.,
2018; Aly et al., 2021). However, limiting world
knowledge to a single source like Wikipedia is dif-
ferent from the diverse knowledge obtained through
various media in the real world. To address this
issue, some researchers used Google’s returned
summary snippets as evidence (Augenstein et al.,
2019). Just as shown in Table 1, a real-world
claim from Chinese social media and correspond-
ing source document are retrieved through Google

*Corresponding author

Claim Starting December 18, 2021, the
minimum hourly wage for the pri-
vately regulated sector in Canada
will increase to 15 Canadian dol-
lars.

Evidence By the end of this year, Canada’s
federal minimum wage plan
will increase to $15 CAD per
hour;...60,000 hourly workers in
federally regulated private sectors
earning less than 15 Canadian dol-
lars will benefit from this minimum
wage adjustment.

Label 0(supported); Source: Web pages

Table 1: An example of the evidence-based fact-
checking task (Chinese text translated into English).
For brevity, only the relevant snippet of the docu-
ment is shown.

search engine. But in reality, summary snippets
do not provide enough information to verify claims.
Consequently, more recent efforts retrieved docu-
ments from web pages and selected relevant sen-
tences as evidence (Hu et al., 2022, 2023). How-
ever, we believe that data obtained directly from
web pages is the closest to the real-world scenario
for fact-checking, which is the focus of this work.

Some studies have shown that graph neural net-
works are helpful in capturing rich relationships
between claims and multiple pieces of evidence
in fact-checking tasks (Zhou et al., 2019; Velick-
ovic et al., 2017). Specifically, graph attention net-
work (GAT) combines graph neural networks and
attention mechanisms to enable adaptive neighbor
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Figure 1: The implementation structure of the encoder which includes the token-level encoder part and
the sentence-level encoder part. The token-level encoder generates the hidden representation of each
token using the BERT-base model. The sentence-level encoder provides the hidden representation of
each sentence using the attention mechanism and graph attention network. Finally, the linear layer is
executed on the hidden representations of sentences.

aggregation on graph structures (Velickovic et al.,
2017). GAT exhibit high performance in evidence-
based fact-checking tasks, as they can flexibly as-
sign different weights to each node, thereby better
capturing the interrelationships between evidence.
For instance, Liu et al. (2020) proposed a kernel
graph attention network, in which node and edge
kernels are applied on the graph for fine-grained
evidence propagation.

Furthermore, we propose a sentence-level atten-
tion layer that calculates the weights of individual
tokens within each sentence to obtain a comprehen-
sive representation of the sentence. This provides
suitable input for the subsequent GAT, further fa-
cilitating the establishment of interrelations among
sentences.

Thus, we propose a Fact-checking Graph
Attention Network called FaGANet, which com-
bines graph attention networks for claim and evi-
dence fusion.

The main contributions of this study are summa-
rized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
combine an encoder-only model with a graph
attention network for the encoding stage of
Chinese fact-checking tasks.

• We innovatively construct a sentence-level at-
tention layer, transforming word-level feature
representations into sentence-level features.
This approach facilitates the fusion of informa-
tion between claims and evidence.

• Experimental results demonstrate that our Fa-
GANet achieves SOTA performance. In addi-

tion, our method also outperforms ChatGPT-
CoT results on the fact-checking task.

In conclusion, our proposed FaGANet model,
which incorporates a sentence-level attention layer
on top of the BERT-base model and integrates a
graph attention network, demonstrates enhanced
accuracy and state-of-the-art performance in the
evidence-based fact-checking task.

2. PROPOSED FaGANet

2.1. Encoding Overview
In this section, we will describe our proposed model,
FaGANet, as illustrated in Figure 1.

To capture the hidden states of claims and ev-
idence, our encoder incorporates a token-level
BERT-base encoder, a sentence-level attention
layer, and a graph attention layer. During prepro-
cessing, claims and their corresponding evidence
pieces are concatenated intelligently. In the prepro-
cessing stage, we concatenate the claim and its
corresponding five pieces of evidence in a suitable
manner.

For each claim C and its corresponding pieces of
evidence E, we combine them into a unified para-
graph, which serves as the input for our model.
This integration strategy facilitates capturing the
contextual relationships between the claim and its
associated evidence. In the paragraph, each sen-
tence represents either the claim itself or a seg-
ment from one of the pieces of evidence. Due to
the model’s length limitation, the evidence used is
derived from the original evidence employing the
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Hybrid Ranker, as described in Hu et al. (2022).
Following this step, the hidden states of all tokens
within the paragraph are acquired using the BERT-
base model. Subsequently, a sentence-level atten-
tion layer is employed to construct hidden states
for individual sentences. In the final phase, inter-
actions among the elements of the paragraph are
established using a graph attention network (GAT)
(Velickovic et al., 2017). This process culminates in
the derivation of our desired hidden states, denoted
as H.

2.2. BERT-base Model
We use the BERT-base model to obtain the hidden
states of all tokens in the paragraph, resulting in
HP .

P = {t11, t12, . . . , tn1, tn2}

HP = BERT(P ) = {ht11, ht12 . . . , htn1, htn2}
In this context, tij denotes the j-th token of the i-

th sentence, and htij represents the corresponding
hidden state encoded by the BERT-base model.
HP ∈ R|P |×d denotes the hidden states of P with
a d-dimensional hidden state.

2.3. Sentence-level Attention Layer
To extract sentence-level feature representations
from the word-level hidden states, we employ a
sentence-level attention layer that calculates the
weights of individual words within each sentence,
thereby obtaining a comprehensive representation
of the sentence. The primary objective of this
approach is to provide suitable input for the sub-
sequent graph attention network, facilitating the
establishment of interrelations among sentences
and capturing the contextual information between
claims and evidence.

To compute the hidden state hsi of a sentence Si,
we take the weighted sum of the hidden states of
all its tokens. HSi

P denotes the corresponding sen-
tence within the paragraph, obtained by merging
the hidden states hti1, hti2, ... from several sen-
tences. This representation encompasses both the
claim and its associated evidence, allowing for a
more comprehensive understanding of the context
and relationships. After applying a Softmax func-
tion, we pass all the sentences through an attention
layer, ultimately obtaining the hidden states HS for
each sentence. This process allows for a more com-
prehensive representation of the sentences, cap-
turing the contextual information embedded within
the paragraph.

hsi = Softmax(w⊤
i H

Si
P + bi) ·HSi

P

HS = Attn(HP ) = {hs1, hs2, . . . , hsn}
where wi and bi represent learnable parameters.

2.4. Graph Attention Network
In the final step, we employ the graph attention
network (GAT) (Velickovic et al., 2017) to build up
the interaction among paragraphs and capture the
contextual relationships between the sentences.
GAT is a specialized neural architecture for graph-
structured data, to transform claims and evidence
texts into interconnected graphs. Sentences are
represented as nodes, and edges capture intricate
sentence-level relationships. This strategic use
of edges enables our model to extract pertinent
features from the input sentences, enhancing the
depth of analysis and information integration.

We utilize a single-layer graph attention layer to
accomplish this. Each layer of the GAT consists
of multiple attention mechanisms that compute the
weights for the connections between sentences,
enabling the model to focus on relevant informa-
tion while ignoring irrelevant content. The attention
mechanisms are learned during the training pro-
cess, allowing the model to adapt to different input
data structures and relationships.

The GAT can be formally represented as:

H = GAT(HS) = h1, h2, . . . , hn

, where HS denotes the input hidden states of the
sentences, and hi is the final hidden state output
of sentence Si using our encoder.

By incorporating GAT in our model, we can effec-
tively capture the complex relationships between
the claims and evidence within the paragraphs.
This enables the model to better understand the
underlying structure of the text and make more
accurate predictions in the fact-checking task. Ad-
ditionally, the GAT architecture provides a flexible
and scalable approach to handling varying input
sizes and graph structures, making it suitable for a
wide range of applications.

The brief structure of our whole encoder can be
summarized as

H = Encoder(T ) = GAT(Attn(BERT(T)))

3. Experiments and Analysis

3.1. Dataset and Settings
3.1.1. Dataset

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we conduct experiments on the CHEF
dataset(Hu et al., 2022). The train/dev/test sets
of CHEF comprise 8,002/999/999 samples, respec-
tively. CHEF also offers summaries of source
documents from Google Web pages as evidence
(Gupta and Srikumar, 2021) and the previous best-
performing approach (Hu et al., 2023) made fur-
ther modifications based on this dataset, which
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Table 2: The performance of different models.
System / Evidence BERT-Based Model RoBERTa-Based Model

Condition Model Micro F1 Score Macro F1 Score Micro F1 Score Macro F1 Score
(a) Pipeline No Evidence 54.46 52.49 55.34 53.22
(b) Pipeline Google Snippets 62.07 60.61 62.53 61.55
(c) Pipeline Surface Ranker 63.17 61.47 64.21 62.05
(d) Pipeline Semantic Ranker 63.47 61.94 64.35 62.24
(e) Pipeline Hybrid Ranker 63.29 61.80 63.98 61.78
(f) Pipeline ReRead 70.87 68.78 71.24 69.52
(g) Joint Reinforce 64.37 62.46 65.04 63.05
(h) Joint Multi-task 65.02 63.12 65.87 63.79
(i) Joint Latent 66.77 64.65 66.95 65.13
(j) Pipeline ChatGPT 35.14 33.51 35.14 33.51
(k) Pipeline GPT-4 68.88 64.88 68.88 64.88
(l) Pipeline FaGANet(w/o GAT) 72.07 69.88 72.77 70.95
(m) Pipeline FaGANet(Ours) 73.37 71.71 73.27 71.64

led to an improvement in performance. In Gupta
and Srikumar (2021), they provide claims and their
corresponding original evidence, along with pro-
cessed evidence obtained through Surface Ranker,
Semantic Ranker, and Hybrid Ranker. Due to the
constraints on model input length, we opt to utilize
the content processed by the Hybrid Ranker as our
evidence. Therefore, unlike Hu et al. (2023), we do
not need to perform additional processing on the
data. Instead, we conduct experiments directly on
the original dataset to demonstrate the robust per-
formance of our model. This approach allows us to
showcase the effectiveness of our model without
introducing extraneous modifications.

Following prior efforts (Gupta and Srikumar,
2021; Hu et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2020), we adopt
Micro F1 and Macro F1 as evaluation metrics to
assess the performance of our model.

3.1.2. Experimental Setup

For the base encoder, similar to Hu et al. (2023),
we adopt BERT-Base-Chinese (Devlin et al., 2018)
and RoBERTa-Base-Chinese (Liu et al., 2019). Our
model is trained for a maximum of 30 epochs us-
ing the AdamW optimizer, which features an initial
learning rate of 1e-5, a weight decay of 0.01, and a
warm-up rate of 0.1. For regularization, we use the
dropout with a dropout rate of 0.1. The dimension
of each hidden state is 768, both in the BERT-base
model and in the graph attention network. The
model was run on NVIDIA RTX-3090 GPUs.

3.2. Results and Analysis
We investigate the performance of the FaGANet
and evaluate it on the CHEF test set. We com-
pare our method to Hu et al. (2022, 2023) which
are recently proposed models for the Chinese fact
verification task as shown in Table 2. From se-
rial number (a) to (i) are the previous works. Cao

et al. (2023) obtained results on the GPT-3.5-turbo.
We also get our own GPT-4 evaluation results by
gpt-4-1106-preview API(OpenAI, 2023) based on
Chain-of-Thought(Wei et al., 2022) prompt. The
prompt we used for GPT-4 evaluation is provided
in Appendix A.

Several observations can be derived from the re-
sults: 1) In the absence of evidence input, the upper
bound of F1 stands at 55.34, indicating a relatively
low performance; 2) The utilization of real-world
evidence enhances the effectiveness of claim veri-
fication, with source documents providing greater
improvements than Google snippets, which can be
attributed to the fact that source documents contain
more comprehensive information; 3) ChatGPT’s
results indicate limited zero-shot effectiveness in
addressing the fact-checking task, potentially due
to inadequate capture of complex inter-sentence
relationships. In contrast, GPT-4 achieved better
performance, with a Micro F1 score of 68.88. In
future research, we will explore the potential of har-
nessing ChatGPT for tackling the fact-checking
task. 4) Compared to the previous SOTA model
ReRead(Hu et al., 2023), FaGANet achieves a Mi-
cro F1 score of 73.37, which surpasses ReRead
(70.87 Micro F1) with a +2.5% relative improvement.
ReRead attributes its performance enhancement
to the faithful and plausible evidence retrieved from
source documents. In contrast, we do not adopt
additional measures to process the evidence extrac-
tion procedure but instead utilize the raw data as in
Hu et al. (2022). To demonstrate the effectiveness
of GAT, we present the results of FaGANet with-
out GAT. The comparison highlights the improve-
ment in evaluation metrics with the incorporation
of relationships. Moreover, in contrast to ReRead,
we enhance the BERT-base model by introducing
a sentence-level attention layer. This layer trans-
forms word-level features into sentence-level rep-
resentations, further harnessing the superiority of
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GAT.
This finding demonstrates that the FaGANet

model is capable of effectively capturing the con-
textual relationships between claims and evidence,
thereby achieving information fusion between the
two. Furthermore, even without utilizing the metic-
ulously curated data from ReRead, FaGANet con-
sistently achieves superior performance in the fact-
checking task. This further substantiates the ro-
bustness of our proposed model.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel evidence-based
fact-checking framework, FaGANet, which effec-
tively integrates information between claims and
evidence by incorporating a graph attention net-
work. Contrary to prior models, our approach em-
phasizes the utilization of both a sentence-level
attention mechanism and GAT within the encoder.
This not only enables deep integration of claims
and evidence during the encoding process but also
allows the model to attend to contextual information.
As a result, we successfully enhance the model ca-
pability and achieve SOTA results on the CHEF
dataset without performing additional operations
on the dataset.
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